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PALSO Northern Greece Assοοiatiοn, tο be
newly
invited to address a lettei of moral suppοrt to the 'Disabled-access friendly'

Ιt is an hοnουr fοr me, as president of the

launched website.

The Assοciation of Foreign Language Schοol o'wners PALSO Νorthern Greece,
and endorses its
wholeheartedly embrac.' Ιh" 'Disabled-acοess friendly' οampaign
people with
significant efδrt to raise teachers and studerrts' alvareness οoncerning

disabitities and mobility problems.
daily οontact with
The members of PALso, * teaοhers of foreign languages, come in
students οf all ages, from schοοl children to adults'
obviously, we exert a big influenοΘ on their emotional and eduοational develοpment,
personal
not only-through our teiching but also thrοugh οur soοia1 behavior and
paradigm.
'F.o*
iur pοsition οf authority, we οften act as role models and as suοh, 'vce οan
transmit to them, apart from knοwledge, our set of values, as well.
Solidarity, acceptance of difference in others, οompassion and care, love, affeοtion
λα r"'p."ιespecia11y tο those in need-are only sοme of the values we should nurfure
in class.

Ιnitiatives such as yours, help Γrght prejudiοes and discrimination. They change
peοple with
attitudes, open up minds and_souis and sensitize uS to the needs of
ones.
disabilities-f.o* the very practical to the more subtle
Support a child in need -o yo* students will leam how to be helpfrrl, undeτstanding
you will
and'suppoπive. Teach them to treat 'different' peοple in a friendly way and
your
classroom and
have taught them empathy. Create equal oppοrtunities for all in
you will have fought against sοcial seclusion'
iι"ulirirg how crucialδur ro1e as shapers of our sfudents' personality is, Ι forward this
and
letter of moral support tο you, confident that your initiative will stir our moral
in.
living
worth
human conscience λα ωtimately create a better sοciety and a world
Thank you for inviting us tο partiοipate in yoιrr nοble cause!
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